Products

Economy sized dump truck for all-purpose hauling. The 600-pound unit, of heavy gauge, all-welded construction, slides into the original pickup bed and attaches to four existing body bolts. The 3000 pound capacity hydraulic scissors lift is powered by the truck's own (12-volt) battery. Triple option tailgate opens from top, bottom, or may be removed completely. Stake holders provide extra load room.
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Mobile radio

Regency Communications has introduced a new, low VHF Mobile Radio which develops 60 watts of output power for maximum penetration over the 29 to 50 MHz range. It comes with either one or four channels. The Model MCL 61/64 is available with an optional CTCSS Action Call™ Subaudible Tone option installed at the factory. Additional options include public address systems, external speakers and base. It is also available with Receiver Scan which enables the user to scan for active channels, empty channels or set signals on one channel to take priority over all others.
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Oil changer

The Oil-O-Changer pumps engine oil and sludge or transmission fluid right up through the dipstick hole. Spring loaded vanes provide powerful suction which vacuums up all oil and sludge. The pump is powered by an electric hand drill. The changer comes with inlet and outlet tubs and heavy duty plastic bags for disposal of the used oil. It carries a one-year replacement warranty.
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Dump conversion kit

The Mini Dump will convert most 6½-foot and 8-foot fleetside and stepside pickups into an